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Ghost of Governor’s Bridge
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Suited Four Inc.

Project Summary

Company Profiles:

Ghost of Governor’s Bridge (working title) - Feature Film

Suited Four was formed in 2010 as a media production company, comprised of several industry
professionals and specialized media companies. The variety of personnel brought a unique style
and a specialized skill set to the new company, allowing Suited Four to be a larger and more
versatile professional media company. For over a decade our team has been working in the
entertainment industry and producing multimedia from pre-production through distribution.
Suited Four professionals have seen and understand new trends and can help translate the
many different new and evolving mediums, making Suited for the perfect partnership for your
upcoming project.

Tagline:
Bridge the Gap between Life and Death

Suited Four has produced the films, Garden of Hedon, House of Good and Evil, Lake Eerie,
Living Will, Sociopathia and upcoming films Wild Animals, Arab and Mooley, and The Mangled.
Currently television series include, Hillbilly Horror show, Kawan Kitchmate, Renovaide and VFC
Strong.

Directed by:
Chris Robinson
Written by:
Tommy Duncan III
Original Screenplay by: James Staggs and Antonio Murchison

Genre:
Horror / Thriller (TV rated MA (LSV), Theatrically Rated R)

Robot Films

Synopsis:
Small town plagued with a recent rash of strange murders makes all question whether
theirs a serial killer on the loose or supernatural activity. Rachel, 20’s college student at
Hargrove College, is at the center of all of this as friends and foes die around her leading
the detectives and local folklore right to her doorstep. Scares and Kills throughout makes
Ghost of Governor’s Bridge an instant classic.

Format:
90 minute Feature Film shot on Arri Alexa, finalized in 4k.
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Since its founding in 1999 by award-winning director Chris Robinson, Robot Films has pioneered
the marketing of youth culture through the creation of some of the most iconic music videos,
commercials and feature films of the past decade. Along the way, Robot has garnered BET,
MTV VMA, VIBE Magazine and Much Music Awards, as well as multiple Grammy nominations
for acclaimed work with such artists as Rhianna, Usher, Diddy, Kanye West, Lady Gaga, Snoop
Dogg, Pharrell, Nas, Busta Rhymes, Lil Wayne, Eminem, TI, Justin Timberlake and many others.
In 2001, Apple chose Robot as the first company to showcase their iPod through product
placement, and since then Robot has remained a front runner in executing targeted marketing
and advertising campaigns for clients such as AT&T, Adidas, Hypnotic and Nuvo. Robinson
continues to expand Robot’s horizon beyond traditional production through the formation of
the apparel brand ROBOT IS THE FUTURE and the global social marketing brand ROCKCORPS,
both of which advance Robot’s mission to connect brands and messaging with youth culture
in innovative and compelling ways.
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Tommy Duncan - Writer / Co-Director

The Production Team

Martin Whittier - Director of Photography

Antonio Murchison - Executive Producer
Murchison started his entertainment career back in the early 90’s when he released one of
Baltimore’s biggest hit record “Lets’ get Personal” recorded by Scola, formerly of multi-platinum
group Dru Hill. Murchison would later go on to work on many different projects including,
“Sister Sara” which later became “Set it Off”, a film which grossed over 40 Million in box office
receipts. This film was responsible for giving a platform for many young actress including, Jada
Pinkett Smith, Queen Latifah, and Vivica A Fox. Over the years he has produced many video
and film projects, as well as, artist careers earning him a reputation amongst music and film
professionals in the entertainment industry. Dedicating his time to sharpen entertainers and
develop projects, Murchison is still a brand that industry insiders turn to to get the job done.

Daniel Graham - Editor / VFX Lead, Nominated for Best VFX in London International Film Festival

Aftermath FX - Aftermath FX Studio is known for it’s work on Magnet’s “V/H/S 2” and Troma’s
“Return to the Class of Nuke Em High Vol 1, 2.” The companies’ founders Jason Koch and Kaleigh
Brown met in the Summer of 2010. Since forming almost 4 years ago Aftermath FX Studio
has completed 12 features, 3 TV series, 3 shorts and numerous commercials and corporate
projects.

Chris Robinson - Producer / Director
Maryland-born Founder/Director Chris Robinson C.E.O of Robot Films is the one of the most
prolific, sought after directors in the industry. Robinson’s work is widely recognized for its
cinematic scope, engaging sense of narrative, and humorous irreverence. His extensive
resume includes commercials for AT&T, i Pod, Coca- Cola, Coors Light, Gatorade, and Verizon;
and made his feature film debut ATL with Overbook/Warner Bros.
Chris has also directed music videos for such artists as, Rihanna, Eminem, Lil Wayne, Jay-Z,
Usher, Erykah Badu, Snoop Dogg, Alicia Keys, Nas, Common and Joss Stone. His video for
Erykah Badu “Honey” won the 2009 Grammy Awards in the Best Music Video category.
Jared Noe - Producer
Over the years of filmmaking Jared has worked his way through every department. He has
worked as director of photography on the films Garden of Hedon, Bounty, House of Good and
Evil, Sociopathia, Paragon Pro Wrestling (TV) and gaffing numerous other projects. Outside
of finding a niche in producing, gaffing and cinematography, his directing credits include
Nostalgia and Arab and Mooley Take Me Out at the Ballgame and upcoming feature Wild
Animals. Producing and Technical Directing television credits include Kawan Kitchen Mate
(Star Plus), Roller Hockey TV (Live Streaming), Shine MMA, VFC Strong (Firefighting and EMT
Television Series).
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hy will this movie be successful
Great Script
“Ghost of Governor’s Bridge” is a great mix of fast paced thriller and great horror scenes to 		
keep audiences on the edge of their seats. Twists and turns along the way make it so no one is safe in 		
the crumbling world around them.

Great Real Locations:
Governor’s Bridge or “Cry Baby Bridge” is located in Bowie, MD. Old, erie locations and natural
texture will help to make Governor’s Bridge look as creepy as the story will make them feel.

Existing Distribution connections
	Many films that we have worked on have also been distributed accross many different forms of 		
media, having a company with that kind of resume is priceless.
Understanding the evolving new media market

as new media evolves so needs the film industry, there is a need for streamlined independent

			
productions that raise the bar from conventional “youtube” quality content and amatuer 			
cinematographers. the goal is to give great products at an affordable price, since the technology 		
and technics are more affordable than ever.

Planning and scheduled in Suited Four’s backyard
	Local crew familiar with our many resources and networks make this a great investment, every 		
dollar spent goes very far in a market urning for more shows and content to be produced, 			
including access to state of the art equipement at affordable costs.
Experienced Cast and Crew

(House of Cards, Veep, Die Hard 4) makes Maryland
a perfect place to film any project. Their energy and drive makes the local filmmakers a strong and 		
collected group striving to make films of higher and higher quality.
personnel familiar with higher end productions

High Quality production
	From corporate and commercial grade work, to the run and gun indies, Suited Four Inc and our 		
associates have seen it and done it!
“Future-Proofing”
	It is important to stay ahead of changing technology when making films. By filming with the Red 		
	Epic, we are “Future-Proofing” our film for distribution. We will be filming and printing our masters
in 1080 (HD) and 4K (Future tv), which is the future of filming.
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			TALENT LIST

							

A broad range of characters helps us reach across multiple films fan bases. These are the actors and
actresses we have signed on to be apart of the film (schedule premitting):

Our plan is to lock in domestic distribution during preproduction, we are actively in talks with several
distributors about letters of interest for the film. Our expectations are to get at least a video on demand
and redbox deal to start, with an option for limited theatrical screenings in major markets (Even though
a full theatrical release is completely possible). Much of this will then be driven from the distributors
marketing, as well as our continued efforts to grow the fan base with the continuation of shorts to build
more hype for the movie. Other online efforts will be made to build a bigger following.
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“Rachel”

Michael K. Williams
“Professor DeMarco”

Tom Proctor
“Bartender Phil”

Michael Jai White
“Det. Hanna”

Vito Trigo
“Tray”

Detrich Teschner
“Jeremy”

Jessica Medina
“Det. Simms”

Shawn Christensen
“Bryan”

“Heather”

“Katie”

“Dr. Quinn”

“Courtney”

“Allison”

“April”

“Kelly”

“Shannon”
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Distribution Plan

Market Breakdown: Following our initial deal, these will all be addressed if they are not covered:
-US Theatrical
		Screening can occur before or after the VOD release dues to hype that can build from one 		
		
to the other with the increase of people staying home in their home theaters or watching on 		
		
other small devices. This will be a film you want to see on the big screen!
-Foreign Market Releases (150+ Markets)
		The foriegn market can make or break a film, sometimes bringing more than the domestic 		
		
revenues. With a diverse cast, including many horror filim icons, there is something in 			
		
this film for every market.
-Merchandising
		The use of online stores and having booths at the trade shows opens up thousands in 			
revenue. T-shirts, mugs, hats, are just the beginning hopefully leading to spin offs like 			
		
		
comics, time travel apps and other items.		
-TV Syndication
		Long Term returns will come from premium content providers syndicating and buying the 		
		
rights to air the film. 			
-VOD / Netflix Exclusive/ Hulu Exclusive
		In some cases getting a good VOD deal will make a lot of revenue since it might be the only 		
		
screening option we have. the building of that online following will be a driving force 		
		
in generating revenue.
-DVD
		After all the other runs the dvd will be available to Redbox, Netflix, retail stores, and 		
		
online stores. This normally is around half of the box office.
-Airline / Military Markets			
		Small market but can create a good amount of revenue after the intial release.

www.SUITEDFOUR.com
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"The Ghost of Governer's Bridge"
Location Days: 18
Location: Bowie, MD

BUDGET

Director/Producer: Jared Noe
Producers: Chris Robinson, Martin Whittier, James Staggs, Matt Lardieri
Budget Prepared By: Steve Nguyen

Based on a 18 day shooting schedule over the course of 4 weeks (only top page attached)
Acct#

Category Description

Page

Total

611 00

Story and Rights

1

$10,250

612 00

Producers

1

$20,000

613 00

Directors

1

$25,000

614 00

Cast

1

$97,540

615 00

Stunts

2

$6,165

617 00

Above-The-Line Travel/Living

3

Total Fringes

$5,520
$28,484

Total Above-The-Line

$192,959

631 00

Production Staff

4

$50,300

632 00

Design and Art

4

$6,320

633 00

Set Construction and Dressing

5

$4,000

634 00

Property

6

$6,800

635 00

Extra Talent

6

$500

636 00

Wardrobe

7

$13,275

637 00

Camera

7

$27,620

638 00

Grip and Lighting

8

$30,370

639 00

Production Sound

9

$13,600

640 00

DIT

9

$6,500

641 00

Makeup and Hair

10

$3,710

642 00

Special Effects

10

$8,100

643 00

Locations and Travel/Living

10

$16,030

644 00

Transportation

11

$2,970

645 00

Second Unit

12

$0

Total Fringes

$0

Total Production

$190,095

652 00

Editorial

14

653 00

Visual Effects

14

$4,000

655 00

Post Production Sound

14

$20,000

656 00

Music

14

$10,000

659 00

Deliverables

15

$2,500

Total Fringes

$20,000

$0

Total Post Production

$56,500

661 00

Insurance

16

$7,000

662 00

Accounting

16

$2,500

663 00

Legal

16

$3,500

664 00

Marketing and Publicity

16

$7,000

Total Fringes

12

$20,000

Contingency

$41,360

Grand Total

$500,914

Suited Four Inc

Though independent films ended 6% lower in 2011 at $3.4 billion, they still commanded 32% of the
estimated total box office gross of $10.6 billion. Even during a downturn, Independent films still provide
Investors with the access to conservative, risk mitigated investments with sufficient and expedient returns.
Just as Wall Street Journal sited in a 2011 online article, “Wall Street, real estate, the art market -- all
of those other supposedly stable investment areas – are now such a mess that Hollywood is one of the
safer places you can park money.”
These numbers are based off of similar, smaller budget titles and based off of the individual talent draw to
the project in domestic and international markets. Recently US theatrical hasn’t been the major revenue
stream with more money coming from VOD and streaming distribution streams.
Return on investment
Low	
  
Theatrical release (average being 100 theatres, high being 500)
Foreign (low being 50 markets, average 75, high 100)
Video on Demand (Cable, Satalite, Vimeo, Youtube)
DVD and Online Store Sales (Itunes / Play Market)
Total:

$0
$500,000
$500,000
$1,000,000
$2,000,000

Average
High
$500,000
$4,000,000
$1,000,000
$3,000,000
$1,000,000
$3,000,000
$2,000,000
$4,000,000
$4,500,000
$14,000,000

Demographics:
“Ghost of Govenor’s Bridge”, being that it is a Horror movie at heart will have the standard 18-45 male
crowd at its core. Strong female leads will hopefully help to bring in some of the 18-35 female demographic. Hopefully some older audience members will appreciate the nods to other older horror films.
Similar projects include:
Rosemary’s Baby
Shining
Mist
Aliens

$0

Total Other
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Other Financial Opportunities
	Financial Oppurtunities to expedite return on investment and future marketing support
-Tax incentives
		
-A film production entity may be entitled to a refundable tax credit against the State of 		
		Maryland (State) income tax for certain costs incurred in the State that are necessary 		
to carry out a film production activity in the State. The film production entity may receive a 		
		
		
refundable income tax credit of up to 25% of qualified direct costs of a film 				
		
production activity. A television series may receive a credit of up to 27% of qualified 			
		
direct costs.
-MD Sales Tax excemption
		
-An exemption from the 6% state sales & use tax is available to qualified feature, television, 		
		
cable, commercial, documentary, music video, etc, projects.
-Product Placement
		
-By using product placement we can recoup more funding as well as limit costs to depart		
			
ments budgets and allow them to get more for the dollars they are spending.
		
-Product placement can also help with back end marketing since those clients are going to 		
			
want the most exposure as possible for the film and their products.
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